More specifically, we are concerned here with the very meaning of speculation itself after the many new headings of immanent ontologies, such as object--oriented ontology (OOO), speculative realism or the (feminist) new materialisms. This concern is a feminist concern, as some of the immanent ontologies seem to actively connect with the varied feminist archive of speculative thought while others seem to actively disconnect from the very same archive. What does this imply for the feminist scholar who is in want of tools for navigating the contemporary landscape of ontologies of immanence? In this essay we strive to highlight some important overlapping as well as poignant clashes between various feminist materialist genealogies and OOO/speculative realism. 2 No one is easily classifiable as a 'bad guy' or a 'good feminist gal'. Both feminist new materialisms and OOO/speculative realism are writing their own zig--zagging histories and hence each burgeoning tradition is implicated in the affinities--and--differences game. In fact, in our discussion we would like to underline the importance of relationality and affinityand the possibility for rewiring relations-amid a plethora of existing and emergent post--disciplinary movements and world--makings.
-CLASHING CONFERENCES
While we draft some of these lines in May 2013, 3 a conference takes place in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. The conference theme-'Speculative Art Histories'-resembles the theme of the conference we are writing for-'Movement, Aesthetics, Ontology'. The latter conference is scheduled to take place two weeks later in Turku, Finland. In both cases speakers are drawn from all corners of academia and the world, most of them young scholars, interested in contemporary cultural theories of the immanent kind. One of us receives a text message from a colleague:
Can you please provide me with a quick and dirty definition of Haraway's god trick? I am at the conference in Rotterdam and all speakers proclaim to have left the subject behind and move to the object instead. I am going nuts! Eyebrows are raised. What does the move from the subject to the object entail? And how is it possible that Donna Haraway's god trick needs summarising? Isn't Haraway's work on situated knowledges and material--semiotic agents precisely one of those pleas for slow unpacking and thick plotting of subject-object Åsberg, Thiele and van der Tuin-Speculative Before the Turn 147 entanglements? Hasn't this work landed well in contemporary academic landscapes? Isn't Haraway anthologised by now, well read and equally well received? Apparently there is room still for old and new connections within and beyond Haraway's oeuvre, some of which we hope to provide in the following.
It has to be said that the Rotterdam and Turku conferences claim a different legacy and as such they illustrate the conundrum with which this article occupies itself. Besides affirming the transversalities mentioned earlier, the organisers of 'Speculative Art Histories' write in their call for conference papers:
Following the recent 'speculative turn' in Continental philosophy, prepared by Quentin Meillassoux, Brian Massumi, Graham Harman, Isabelle Stengers and Reza Negarestani among many others, the aim of this conference is to propose a counter--discourse of speculative approaches to art and, especially, to art history … The guiding intuition of this conference is that both the modern gap between philosophy and art history and the postmodern call for more interdisciplinarity are inspired by a consensual abhorrence of more speculative approaches to art … What brings [the above mentioned scholars] together is that they seek access to some speculative absolute (e.g. Will, Life, Experience) in defiance of the Kantian correlationism between the thing in itself (the object) and its enjoyment by us (the subject) … 4
This fragment is simultaneously as seductive as it is frightening. It brings together what we might reasonably regard as quite diverse scholars in the field of contemporary philosophy, yet it summons them under the common umbrella term of a 'speculative realism'. As feminist materialist scholars we too would endorse the necessity for the theoretically inclined to develop diverse new ways of foregrounding materialities and ontologies of immanence. As such they would radically question modern-postmodern splits or the academic division of labour according to which 'raw material' nature is the task of science and existential speculation is for the humanities. Importantly, however, we cannot then support the corollary move made in the abstract of the Rotterdam conference. This is the wish to endorse a 'speculative absolute' by turning away from any (Kantian) remainder and propose to do away with any correlation 'between the thing in itself (the object) and its enjoyment by us (the subject)'. Whereas the tone suggests something radical or a VOLUME21 NUMBER2 SEP2015 148 revolutionary 'turn', our colleague has laid out the outcome in his message: a renewed split between subject and object, and the reference made to capitalised 'Absolutes' that led to the set--up of the new conceptual landscape of object--oriented ontologies, or OOO and, therefore, an immanence that is not so immanent anymore but strives again for its very own transcendence.
Object--oriented ontologies have reached us through the blogging, conferencing, All OOOs share, it seems to us, a contemplative approach to a 'flat' world where objects are all that matter and these objects might assume subjective properties.
That is, in Jane Bennett's terms, their 'thing--power': 'I will try, impossibly, to name the moment of independence (from subjectivity) possessed by things, a moment that must be there, since things do in fact affect other bodies, enhancing or weakening their power'. 5 Object--oriented ontologists argue that it is thing--power that we have to attend to in philosophising and blame, as the Rotterdam call for papers made clear, philosophers' belief in 'Kantian correlationism' for acting in ignorance of this thing--power. This, since they have prioritised subjective perception or perspective.
Of course, there is a degree to which feminist theorists agree with such critique:
first, feminists have also blamed a subject (the Subject as Universal Man) and, second, freedom from the chains of intersectionally gendered objectification has historically been their agenda. However, in the proposed 'equality between objects' of OOO, we do not find a substantive distinction made between, say, a hair dryer and a farmed mink in a cage. 6 This focus on an ontology of objects takes neither the 'orientation' nor the human power--relational aspect in any process of knowledge production into account; that is, orientation as something that is both embodied and embedded, and includes the power/knowledge dimension of 'the Orient' as we know from, for instance, Sara Ahmed's Queer Phenomenology (2006 In her discussion of OOO, Stacy Alaimo claims that OOO is missing the mark with posthumanist and feminist new materialisms. These are, as she points out, movements that do not start from bound, absolute and discrete objects as separated from a human subjecthood. Instead they begin from 'a material feminist sense of the subject as already part of the substances, systems, and becomings of the world'. 8 Simply by ignoring the works of posthumanist feminist scholars within science studies, environmental humanities or human animal studies, says Alaimo, Bogost can claim that 'posthuman approaches still preserve humanity as a primary actor'. 9 Together with Alaimo and other feminist critics asking friendly questions to OOO, we want to underline and strongly acknowledge that systematic theorisations (or 'worldings', as we will later on explain) that no longer privilege the humanist human have already been set in motion. We trace this in all kinds of sources. 10 To mention a few long--standing names from the feminist scholarly archive, we might have to sketch a meandering itinerary. Since so many connections and linked genealogies could be discerned, such an itinerary would in fact un--end, spiralling into endless regressions of artists, activists, scholars, authors, practitioners and other world--making agents. We therefore decided for this article to stick with only a few. Or perhaps a few stuck with us.
Now, let us turn once more to the conference scene with which we 'dramatise' our argument here, and hence to the call for papers of the Turku conference, so that we might sketch the direction we will be proposing in this article. In the abstract for this conference the following is expressed as the aim of the discussion: The starting point for orientation is the point from which the world unfolds: the 'here' of the body and the 'where' of its dwelling.
Orientations, then, are about the intimacy of bodies and their dwelling places … Bodies may become orientated in this responsiveness to the world around them … In turn, given the histories of such responses, which
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-SPECULATIVE BEFORE NARCISSISTIC HALL OF MIRRORS OR POSTHUMANIST PERFORMATIVITY
Thinking in a more--than--human world certainly needs our urgent attention. And as pointed out by Cary Wolfe, the very 'nature of thought itself must change if it is to be posthumanist'. 15 Indeed, so many things remind us today of the extent of our precariously contextualised situation, from pollen allergy (the environment in the human) to climate change (the human in the environment), epigenetics and the microbiome-to mention only a few recent insights that highlight the formative power of context. Such diverse examples need critical and creative speculative interventions, but they also change how we see ourselves both in and of the world. 16 While flourishing is central to our ethical vision here, the ways in which we inhabit the world and the world inhabits us, implies to us that we cannot do away with feminist criticality and contextualised, embedded and embodied perspectives. And genealogy to the form of speculation that they would want to see, as playful enjoyment. Most commonly, 'speculation' describes the general operations of the intellect, imagination and reflection. However, in a very helpful way the retropunk medievalists trace this notion more towards pre--modern understandings of the process of thinking wherein anything speculated upon-the world, books or a mind-itself doubles as a 'specula', or mirror. 18 Now, from this narcissistic humanist tradition we recognise the epitaphs of the humanities, to understand identity as forged in the house of mirrors consisting of self--knowledge on the one hand, and world--knowledge on the other. Drawing on OOO--scholar Graham Harman, the Retropunk Collective wishes, however, to retain a specific meaning of speculation.
They seek an understanding of speculation where discourse stands open for daring and pleasurable exegesis instead of it being locked in the house of mirrors. 19 They wish to affirm the creative leaps of mind and in this affirmation there is potentially significant feminist affinity. It therefore describes a form of knowledge--making that has no truck with ownership, possession or mastery (Val Plumwood), god--tricks of the mind (Donna Haraway), but instead affirms (Rosi Braidotti) that world--making is a diffractive process (Isabelle Stengers, Karen Barad), both in the making and in un--making (Deborah Bird Rose, Judith Butler, Elizabeth Grosz). The difference is that these feminist scholars were not at all referenced or mentioned by the Retropunk Collective and others could, of course, also have been sourced.
If we affirm that we are fully in Latourian and Harawayian naturecultures and naturecultures are fully in us, and if we can no longer assume the epistemological view point of 'Universal Man', 20 we need to re--think everything, even thinking itself as embedded, embodied and even (in a more object--oriented way) as the very 'stuff of the world'. 21 Thinking together, things and/or (non)humans, demands a diverse form of scholarly accountability. And speculation, in turn, becomes a very material process, a performative process of the world, a form of worlding itself. In Haraway's This situated and materialising speculation implies both the envisioning of a different world and a challenge to taken--for--granted knowledges by way of situating them in specific historical, sociocultural, material and bodily contexts.
-SPECULATIVE FEMINISMS AVANT LA LETTRE
Why are we so concerned with a genealogical reorientation of feminist thought and practice in the posthumanities? For us, the question of speculation, the entwined dimensions of both the speculative and the visionary play a constitutive role in any feminist thought, art and activism. In order to answer this question we turn first to strange bedfellows: the seemingly otherworldly but highly common microscopic species of Bdelloid Rotifera (small wheel--animals that swim around and multiply wherever there is any form of water or moist soil on this earth), and the award-- anthropogenic ways of apprehending them 24 -but they provide a strange lesson of speculative feminisms (before the contemporary term). 25 In particular, they orient us to the limits of the humanist imagination and require, thus, wild speculation. The species of Bdelloid rotifers, ubiquitous in the world, is also educating to think with in how they grabbed the attention of confounded science communities (experts and amateur biologists alike) throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries through to the present. 26 In spite of massive efforts, no male has ever been discovered among these The opportunism of rotifers stands also in its own right as speculative feminism avant la lettre. As a science--bewildering all--female species, their 'feminism' was coined originally in the derogatory sense of eighteenth--century biology, as medical textbook anatomical deformation or lack of male characteristics. However, their speculative 'feminism' and intense desire for difference remain for us to reclaim and reassign for an affirmative, more--than--human, genealogical reorientation of feminist thought and practice in terms of exchange, speculative sharing and diversification.
Sexual difference feminisms-that is, feminist critique and continental philosophy
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we think with them, a form of bio--curious speculative feminism avant la lettre that certainly affirms difference and differentiation.
So, however broadly we may refer to 'feminism' in past, present and future, it cannot be characterised without reference to speculative dimensions and visionary elements. As the prominent definition of feminist practices in Joan Scott's Only
Paradoxes to Offer, which is firmly based in Olympe de Gouges' eighteenth--century thought, already implies: in order to be able to imagine different (feminist) futures, we need to postulate and think through the stifled sexually differentiated (in as much racially differentiated, (post)colonialist and ethnocentric) present from which a qualitative shift and political breakthrough can be formulated and hopefully achieved. 28 The question of the speculative and the methodology of speculation act therefore at the very core of feminism: feminism (in such strong sense) must open a terrain, from which it then jumps or leaps into the future, and from which-we would want to go that far-a different future becomes thinkable/imaginable, one in which responsibility, justice and equality play a major role. As we know, this can be done without blindfolding the always also necessary acknowledgment of 'non--innocence' in such an envisioning. 29 To concretise further what we mean here, let us quickly refer to the classic example of this 'speculative paradox' at the heart of feminist thought--practices.
Feminism wants to end sexual difference as a pejorative affair (and an essentialist division in 'two'); however, to do so, sexual difference first has to be posited as the differential grounding on or with which epistemological and ethico--political transformation can and will take place. 30 This is, of course, also the reason we started our piece with references to a structure in contemporary continental philosophy and critical theory more broadly, and why we continue to leap in and out of such structures throughout this article as a whole. As feminists with an investment into questions of epistemology and ontology, that is our (worm holing) VOLUME21 NUMBER2 SEP2015 156 terrain. And just as much as this opening--up of a terrain for feminist onto--epistemological work is of the 'embodied and embedded' kind, so is our leap into new ethico--political horizons. 31 When we say that we also strive for a different future to become thinkable, when we speak of 'leaps' and 'jumps', we stress that we do not leap from somewhere (a constraining sexually differentiated present) to arrive at a nowhere as the fully unknown. Feminism can pride itself on a canon in which the speculative thought on the one hand, and the methodology of speculation on the other, are presented as intertwined. It is thus that the speculative paradox-a paradox of continual 'troubledness' in every speculation-remains alive and doesn't become prescriptive in a dogmatic sense.
So, let us look at this feminist legacy-let us 'go back to its futures' to see what speculation we can build on. 32 It is by drawing out such a horizon of speculative feminism that we can also productively engage with the current threads of speculation in a broader philosophical context.
-SPECULATION IN SO-CALLED SECOND-AND THIRD-WAVE FEMINISM
Simone de Beauvoir's The Second Sex is in fact a paradigmatic case of feminist speculation. In spite of de Beauvoir's denigratory function in contemporary feminism, the structure of her classical book is thoroughly speculative. 33 
Diving into
The Second Sex, it is important to look at the conclusion. After the chapter 'The Independent Woman', which deals with the present just like the earlier parts dealt with the past and the disciplines in order to convincingly posit the dialectics of sex, de Beauvoir starts speculating. First, de Beauvoir has to secure the terrain:
today's woman is torn between the past and the present; most often, she appears as a 'real woman' disguised as a man, and she feels as awkward in her woman's body as in her masculine garb. She has to shed her old skin and cut her own clothes. She will only be able to do this if there is a collective change. 34 Then she secures the situated leaping: on the androgynous mind that also picks up on 'a signal pointing to a force in things which one had overlooked'. 36 We believe that the speculative mode of interwar and second--wave feminist theory is also to be encountered in important sections of contemporary gender studies and feminist theory. If we now jump ahead, it is rather more difficult to pick exemplars. Especially in the last 'wave' of incredibly proliferate and multiverse feminist engagements, to speak in a representative manner of what has found expression as the speculative in feminism or how speculation has found its way in feminist engagements is almost an impossible undertaking. To present the specifically feminist speculative concern VOLUME21 NUMBER2 SEP2015 158 with existing power relations and frames of thought we could probably stay with simply referencing exemplary titles such as Judith Butler's Gender Trouble (1990) and Bodies that Matter (1993) with a larger rich and lively archive of speculative difference feminism thought traditions.
tomorrow's humankind will live the future in its flesh and in its freedom
In choosing Grosz and Haraway in this short journey through the feminist archive, we also explicitly name two very different modes of contemporary engagements to face up to the task 'to imagine difference differently so as to make a difference': feminist speculation(s) need(s) to proceed in the plural. Grosz and Grosz's recent 'dreams of new knowledges' in and for feminist theory. 40 There, she exemplifies how speculation in the feminist mode is to be affirmed as a push of our very own comfort zones. Under the heading of 'The New' in the chapter she states:
At its best, feminist theory is about the invention of the new … It is clear that
it must understand and address the old, what is and have been, and the force of the past and present in attempting to pre--apprehend and control the new, and to that extent feminist theory is committed to 'critique', the process of demonstrating the contingency and transformability of what is given. 41 What we find here is a double approach. Addressing the continuous (feminist) need to produce alternatives to 'patriarchal, (racist, colonialist and ethnocentric) knowledges', her speculative impetus is nonetheless provocative. It also urges current feminist engagements to: a freedom to address concepts, to make concepts, to transform existing concepts by exploring their limits of toleration, so that we may invent new ways of addressing and opening up the real, new types of subjectivity, and new relations between subjects and objects. 42 It is this multi--directional task of speculative feminisms that can be matched with
Haraway's seminal feminist 'worlding' projects, of doing things 'in the SF mode'. 43 Her onto--epistemologies of multispecies--becoming--with, in which she efficiently un--works the (not so) hidden structures of human exceptionalism/anthropocentrism VOLUME21 NUMBER2 SEP2015 160 underlying our practices and conceptualisation of difference(s), we find precisely that without 'reducing everything to a soup of post-- (or pre--)modern complexity in which anything ends up permitted', 44 worlding or speculative engagements show: a great deal is at stake in [multi--species] meetings, and outcomes are not guaranteed. There is no teleological warrant here, no assured happy and unhappy ending, socially, ecologically, or scientifically. There is only the chance for getting on together with some grace. The Great Divides of animal/human, nature/culture, organic/technical, and wild/domestic flatten into mundane differences. 45 To summarise this short itinerary of 'SF' from multi--generational feminisms, in the commitment to envision a different difference from within (and not jumping to a safe 'outside'), it is essential to take on this difficult dimension of differentialspeculative-thinking and stay aware that 'SF must also mean "so far", opening up
what is yet--to--come in protean time's pasts, presents, and futures'. 46 
-'THE SPECULATIVE TURN' AS SPECULATIVE RETURN
Having established in a vignette--like manner where speculation is to be found cartographically in different corners of feminist worlding, we wish to substantiate our analysis and evaluation of what it is that we witness right now around the conceptual tool of 'speculation' in the realms of continental philosophy and continental--philosophical theory still a little further, in order to also further explicate the different engagements with ontologies of immanence within the current theory debates. So, what are the major issues that we see right now emerging for an above--developed speculative feminist engagement? What is their
context?
The most widely cited philosopher in speculative realism, and in our opinion also a most significant point of reference, is Quentin Meillassoux. Meillassoux's philosophical essay 'After Finitude' asks what it is to think something that existed before and beyond human life on earth-that is, the possibility of thinking the absolute. His two main propositions are 1) Being is of an a--subjective nature, and 2) Thought (mathematics) can think Being. In his contribution to The Speculative Turn
Meillassoux argues:
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If we maintain that becoming is not only capable of bringing forth cases on the basis of a pre--given universe of cases, we must then understand that it follows that such cases irrupt, properly speaking, from nothing, since no structure contains them as eternal potentialities before their emergence:
we thus make irruption ex nihilo the very concept of a temporality delivered to its pure immanence. 47 Pertaining to the first proposition-Being is of a--subjective nature-the ex nihilo is concerning. For the invocation of the 'ex nihilo' uncovers the here proposed politics or simply the (non--)situatedness of the speculative realists. We would like to remark how curious it is that according to the quotation, if there is not a human brain involved, then it is ex nihilo. From a less Human Subject-centred perspective, this link cannot at all be substantiated. Seriously, where does this qualification come from? In 'After Finitude', Meillassoux reflects upon the problem he sees with both the 'metaphysics of Life' (Deleuze and so on) and the 'metaphysics of Mind' (Hegel).
It is that there is 'an underlying agreement which both have inherited from transcendentalism-anything that is totally a--subjective cannot be'. 48 For Meillassoux it is important to be able to think a--subjective reality and, in his second proposition, to confirm the truth of rationalist thoughts, because it is both and at the same time relativism and religious faith that he wants to counter. His argument is that we have stayed confined to a certain religiosity in continental philosophy (of science), because of the impossibility of de--linking thought and thinker (of which we have indeed affirmed the necessity: situated knowledges). But when Meillassoux affirms in relation to the a--subjective reality and to rationalism that 'under the enemy of reason, he always knows how to detect the priest. He also knows that no one has more desire to be right-without allowing one to argue against him-than the opponent of reason', we cannot but ask after both the chosen pronoun used in this statement and the very subject position of Meillassoux himself. 49 Which or even whose thought can think being--as--a--subjective?
The 'from nothing' (with its problematic but maybe not coincidental re--emergence of a very pronounced language) precisely does away with the very terrain that we have affirmed as being of the greatest importance for (feminist) speculation: context. Further, it is significant that the dualist reasoning of While surely a more exact philosophical tracing is needed to fully encompass the problematic areas of the speculative in this 'speculative turn', three issues are critically diverging from SF such as we see it as a force for 'a future':
1. Given the vision of speculative realism to reach 'reality itself', beyond a thinking thought and as a--subjective reality in which non--subjective thought and a--subjective being become categorically separated, when we ask what we are witnessing currently in continental philosophy we might have to say that it is ultimately nothing but the very common philosophical return of a rigorous opposition between what once was called subject (Thought) and object (Being). A new dualist distribution of the world is happening, whichwe claim-remains translatable into the 'old' subject-object divide that we know already from transcendental philosophies-only now on a different, if you will, exponential level. Jon Roffe spells it out very well when he argues that 'while documenting some of the lamentable consequences of correlationism … Meillassoux's main goal is to directly refute it … [and] the pursuit of this inconsistency shows the crack in the correlation that gives us direct access to what he [Meillassoux] calls the Great Outdoors, being as it is in itself.' 50 In such a move 'beyond', taken in the most 'realist' manner in which one supposedly can 'refute' once and for all and thereby gain 'direct access', we find both the 'speculation' for a tabula rasa-being as it is in itself; pure, undisturbed reality-and the irruption of creatio ex nihilo, both for being and thought-that throughout this article we have signalled as worrisome. This approach to immanence starts from an established field of stated existences rather than inquiring into their very making from within a situation of ontological entanglement.
2. It is from here that we come to the second problematic issue, which is both
Meillassoux's as well as all speculative realisms' wish to overcome 'the 3. This makes us finally suggest that speculation, such as it is used in speculative realisms, is used as a signifier for a--historicity, for the 'in itself', and not for the specific and historic practices that critical theory and feminism alike have claimed in the last decades. It does not follow the current re--emergence of a feminist (Whiteheadian) philosophical urge to speculate, taking up Isabelle Stengers's and Donna Haraway's legacy here again and arguing that thought is not speculative:
because of its particular objects (e.g. reaching for 'the absolute' or 'things in themselves') … Rather it is speculative by virtue of the particular mode of functioning and efficacy of its practice and its always situated character. 52 Thus, instead of following such a methodological line of flight that emphasises practice and situatedness, speculative realism's use of speculation returns to a notion of speculation as the mechanism of grasping or reaching toward the absolute in itself. The curious return of the god--trick, in approaches that call themselves 'speculative' today is the starting point of our collective intervention. Because whereas the speculative thinkers of OOO and 'speculative realism' or 'speculative materialism' claim they are a 'new breed of thinker' where 'no dominant hero now strides along the beach', 53 in the reception of 'the speculative turn' and OOO, we precisely do see that happening. The move to the object is, we claim, not a move away from but rather a renewed move towards the Subject (with a capital S). We have proposed instead that the feminist instinct asks us now, more urgently than ever, to 1) reassess and take stock of our skills in reading context, and 'reading out of context', 54 and 2) situate our speculative worldings without referral to god--tricks.
With Haraway we realise that to avoid reproducing the modern god--trick of relativism and universalism (transcendence) we have to count ourselves in and stay accountable to our situatedness (immanence). In a jungle--like garden of attempts to rearticulate-perhaps domesticate?-nature(s) or naturecultures, to put a name on
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and control the uncontrollable liveliness of 'life at large', 55 we find a multiplicity of philosophical labels and theoretical neo--nominations, among them somatechnics, crip theory, posthuman, inhuman or ahuman feminism, agential realism, older and newer forms of vitalism-to name just a few strands in circulation at present. So how then, situated in a wild and thriving academic landscape, do we navigate and negotiate all these slightly related yet distinctly different movements? What we propose is to continue the SF mode and turn towards an occasionally academically improper 56 historiography of feminist materialist thought, one that includes bio--philia as much as bio--critique, art, activism, fiction, poetry and rigorous theorising mixed-with a careful attention to our own scholarly practices and legacies, informed often by an affirmative ethics of the transformative encounter.
We need to engage in this multispecies, multitheory debate for our alternative worlding practices as fellow speculative feminists. 'Worlding' is a SF mode term we find in both philosophy (in the phenomenological Heideggerian tradition) and in science fiction. If we turn to the latter we find a lot of food for feminist thought in regard to (de)contextualising the familiar and otherworldliness at large. We learn skills in thinking otherworldly without a 'beyond', thinking out of context, refolding for whom would such a symbiosis of bodies and meanings matter. It is with these hard--earned skills that feminist pioneers of material--semiotics have exhibited effectively realist and forcefully speculative critique and creativity: it's just contextualised differently.
